We present a formulation for the lattice fermion derivative which is both ---local and explicitly chiral. Provided that the continuum and infinite volume limits are taken properly the formulation avoids spectrum doubling, and gives a satisfactory weak coupling perturbation theory for the case of Yukawa-coupled scalars. For gauge theories we find that a sum over long string paths must be introduced in order to maintain the correct weak-coupling perturbation theory in the continuum limit.
In this paper we present a local lattice theory of chiral fermions which is -_ free of~spectrum doubling. Our interest in this problem is motivated by a desire to develop methods which allow a non-perturbative study of truly chiral gauge theories (e.g., most grand-unified theories). We find that one can avoid the impli--. cations of the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem' because, as with most no-go theorems, -its proof requires an implicit assumption; namely that one should take the limit of infinite volume before taking the continuum limit. For a theory initially de-_ fined in any finite volume, it is trivial to avoid spectrum doubling if one takes the in-finite volume and continuum limits carefully. We present a method which explicitly demonstrates these properties. Our formulation involves an additional parameter E which vanishes in the continuum limit.
In an earlier paper' we addressed a class of local free fermion derivatives which have no spectrum doubling. However, we found that these derivatives lead
. . -to non-covariant current-current correlation functions in the free theory and to non-covariant propagators in the case of the theory of a fermion interacting with a scalar field through a Yukawa interaction. We concluded that these problems could only be avoided by using a long-range derivative of the SLAC type. The purpose of this letter is to demonstrate that this
In this paper we present a local chiral fermion theory which not only has an undoubled spectrum but which also produces covariant Green's functions provided that the continuum limit is properly taken.
Unfortunately, when this derivative is rendered gauge invariant by the usual technique of introducing only the shortest string-paths, the resulting Hamilto---nian does not correctly reproduce continuum weak-coupling perturbation theory for QED. The origin of this problem lies not in the derivative but in-the way the 2 coupling to the gauge field is introduced. In the simplest straight-line gauging _ one obtains an anomalously large coupling to the high-lying spurious fermion modes. This coupling becomes so large that even the modes go to infinite energy their contribution to the photon propagator survives in the continuum limit.
-. This problem can be avoided, but only at the expense of introducing a correctly weighted sum over string paths in order to suppress the coupling of spurious modes to transverse photons .The coupling to transverse photons is then reintroduced in the form of an additional nearest neighbor interaction.
Obviously summing over arbitrarily long strings makes the Hamiltonian considerably more complicated, even though the fermionic derivative is local. To date we have not been able to find an alternative to this solution. We wish to emphasize that this weighted sum over strings reduces, at strong coupling, to -the usual straight line prescription; thus, for practical calculations on a finite . . -lattice at finite g2, one can introduce a cut-off on the string length and probably not seriously affect the results for physical quantities which scale early, e.g mass ratios. Furthermore, the sensitivity to such a cut-off can readily be checked, so ---it would appear that this formulation will be useful for practical computations.
Although our discussion will focus on the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory, this derivative, unlike the long-range SLAC derivative, can be used in a Euclidean action formalism, at least in A0 = 0 gauge. The theory obtained in this way is not identical to the Hamiltonian theory, except in the limit of zero lattice spacing, where both versions yield the usual continuum perturbation --theory. The Euclidean version in fact converges to the continuum theory a little more rapidly as the a + 0 limit is taken. .-- 
The sign convention 7-h = -7~ is used throughout this paper and the sum over A runs over 2d unit vectors.
The spectrum of Eq. 1 is given by where Lp is the total length of the path P one finds2 that the coupling to .--7 transverse photons appears first at order c2 and hence that contributions such _ as (11) are removed4The usual coupling is again reintroduced by the addition of a term of the form (13). W ea coupling perturbation theory is then correctly k reproduced in the limit a -+ 0 and c + 0 with c/a2 + 00.
-
Summary and Comments
We have introduced a simple local fermionic derivative which allows one to formulate lattice theories of chiral fermions in a totally straightforward manner.
This derivative avoids both the restrictions of the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem and the complexity of infinite range derivatives of the SLAC type. Although the derivative is itself local on the lattice, the transcription of the method to a gauge -theory is not without complications. We found no way around the requirement that we introduce weighted sums over string configurations in order to control the strength of gauge couplings to the spurious modes.
This type of Hamiltonian is clearly more difficult to compute with than that obtained by straight line gauging, however it is not without certain nice features.
First, and perhaps most important is that in the m = 0 limit it is explicitly ---chiral. Second, one can on the basis of a simple counting argument show that the effective theory at strong and weak coupling are qualitatively quite different.
Amusingly, the expected roughening of the string joining charged particles now is explicit in the structure of the Hamiltonian itself. These points are discussed in more detail in the context of the SLAC long range derivative in our recent paper.? Obviously, as we suggested there, one way to use this formulation for practical calculations is to establish a cutoff on the maximum string length and --study the behavior of computed quantities on this cutoff. In fact, one would expect this method work better in this case because the fermion derivative itself _ .. 8 _ is explicitly local. In addition, unlike the case of the SLAC derivative, there is the hope that one can use this formalism to carry out A0 = 0 gauge Euclidean computations.
The a-dependence of the parameter c is not uniquely defined by the requirements that the spectrum and perturbative two-point functions are correctly reproduced in the a + 0 limit. In principle, for an asymptotically free theory, the continuum theory is reproduced along some trajectory in the (c,g2) plane.
The scaling of various physical quantities can be used to isolate this trajectory in the sameway as is done when using the Symanzik improved lattice actions.5 In practice we expect that for calculations at finite g2 the behavior of the low-lying states will be quite insensitive to the value of E, provided only that E is sufficiently small.
Finally, we would like to conclude by pointing out, as we did in Ref. 2 , that . . -the fact that we have not found a way to avoid the sum over string trajectories is not to be construed as a proof that it cannot be done. We encourage the reader to try to devise a way around this cumbersome feature of our formulation.
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